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About Elizabeth

Elizabeth Toledo is the president of Camino 

and the former vice president of 

communications for Planned Parenthood 

Federation of America. She has more than 25 

years of leadership experience and has 

spearheaded communications initiatives for 

some of society's most entrenched challenges.



5 Things 

Everyone Should Know 

About Crisis Management 



Manipulation for “good” = bad

March 2020: 

supply chain 
message disguised 
as health 
messaging

June 2020: 

trust dangerously 
erodes with 
shifting guidance

Manipulation – even for a cause you believe is worthy –
is dangerous.
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Manipulation for “good” = bad

Authenticity:

Always communicate “why” not just 
“what”

Reassert your values often (and 
make sure your workplace has 
stated values)

Put information in context

Use both visual and verbal 
communications



Privilege ≠ trust (all the time)

2 Trust norms are shifting; relying on privilege or title has 
new limits.



Privilege ≠ trust (all the time)

2 Trust norms are shifting; relying on privilege or title has 
new limits.

A. Instead of communicating about privilege, communicate about 
expertise.

B. Always seek ways to increase transparency about your decisions and 
influence.

C. As an employee or consultant, be prepared to be held accountable if 
you are creating an accountability shield for someone with privilege.

D. Reframe your language (and attitude if needed!) to assume everyone in 
the workplace has equal status with different roles and authority.



The audience lens must be wider, deeper

3 360 audience lens

Core 

People impacted 

(current)

People impacted (former)

Stakeholders: need to know

Stakeholders: want to know

Interested party aligned with org values

Interested party opposed to the organization’s mission & values
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The audience lens must be wider, deeper

3 360 audience lens

“My low-skill workers, my 
cooks, my dishwashers, my 

messengers, my shoe 
shine people, those who 
work at Dunkin’ Donuts… 

They don’t have the 
academic skills to sit in a 

corner office”

“The concern is 
misplaced because if 

you look at the 
statistics, African 

American voters are 
voting in just as high a 

percentage as 
Americans”

NYC Mayor Eric Adams

Sen. Mitch McConnell



The audience lens must be wider, deeper

3 360 audience lens

Apology basics (for those truly apologizing):

A. Don’t belittle your accusers motives. For example, Spotify accusing 
critics of wanting to “silence” artists, or police chiefs accusing Black 
Lives Matter activists of wanting police officers to be “perfect.”

A. Don’t say “if I offended” when people have already said they are 
offended.

A. Don’t compare yourself to beloved historical figures, such as biblical 
stories or quotes from Martin Luther King.  Show humility.



Disinformation & misinformation are deep threats

4 Creating an accuracy shield

Fight disinformation:

A. Before launching campaigns or issuing statements, analyze potential 
disinformation & pre-empt with careful messaging & rollout.

B. Make it easy for people to find the right information & to debunk 
myths/misinformation.

C. Provide helpful facts & context to reporters (stripped of spin).

D. Communicate to amplifiers so they can help set the record straight.

E. Use social media campaigns to debunk.



Profound workplace shifts

5 Workplace accountability is a crisis prevention issue



Profound workplace shifts

5 Workplace accountability is a crisis prevention issue

Accountability:

Invest in communicating with 
audiences about your challenges, plans 
& progress

Add strategic communications & 
messaging staff or consultants to 
human resources

Say as much as legally possible about 
processes; share whenever possible



About Camino

Camino uses the power of strategic 

communications to make the world a better place.

We reach diverse audiences and transform the 

public conversation on issues that matter.



Join us on 
Twitter!



Join us on LinkedIn

Watch out for 
our 

job postings
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Let's do good,
together.


